FluidFlow Overview: Cut your pipe flow system design time by up to 80% whilst increasing
energy efficiency and reliability of plant.

Build your flow networks quickly:
Time management is something we take seriously. The ability to model multiple fluid system
types from a single model, automatically size pipes and equipment allows you to accelerate
your design objectives. The FluidFlow interactive flow-sheet is unquestionably the easiest and
fastest way to design and interrogate the performance of your pipe flow systems. FluidFlow
will help you troubleshoot existing systems, identify operational issues, optimize system
performance and develop efficient and reliable system designs.

Automatic fluid phase state detection:
With your demo license or your full permanent license of FluidFlow, you have the ability to
model multiple changes in fluid phase state from within a single piping network. FluidFlow is
provided with a comprehensive database of fluids and components allowing you to set about
modeling your system instantly.
DIPPR databases will soon be available as an upgrade for all of your pipe flow systems.

Two-way communication with Excel:
FluidFlow features a two-way communication with Excel allowing you to quickly develop
system reports, table of results and bill of materials. This is hugely beneficial, particularly at
project feasibility stage.

Use Thermal transfer for energy efficiency:
Thermal transfer is integrated into the software, ensuring you have a design which is energy
efficient. Heat transfer in buried pipes can also be modeled, taking into account local soil
conditions, backfill, insulation and pipe coatings.

Import data from other products via text file import:
You can use our text file import feature to import data from process simulators or other
software packages.
If you have a specific query regarding importing file types, contact us for further discussion to
see how we can help.

Teach yourself how to use the software in a few hours:
FluidFlow is easy to use. The software is issued with a Designer Handbook which provides the
basis for the design of any piping system. To supplement this, you can also use the library for

NEW! Auto-Equipment Sizing:
FluidFlow includes a powerful auto-size feature which allows engineers to automatically size
a range of elements such as pipes, centrifugal pumps, fans, compressors, PD pumps, orifice
plates, nozzles, pressure and flow control valves. Pressure relief valves and bursting disks can
also be auto-sized to API & ISO standards for liquids, gases, steam and two-phase flow
systems.

NEW! Energy & Hydraulic Grade Lines can be plotted for your system.:
This graph plot provides a useful representation of the level of energy in a piping system. The
EGL/HGL graph helps engineers quickly identify any potential trouble-spots.
This tool has been used effectively and successfully to model and troubleshoot piping systems transporting fluid/slurry over considerable distances using multiple centrifugal pumps in
series. The graph plot clearly identified regions of low pressure and enabled the engineering
teams to optimize the positioning of the pumps and the individual pump performance.
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